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T is said to be locally linearly independent if for any open set A µ IR
The function vector © is said to be globally linearly independent if in the above de¯nition A = IR.
Hence, local linear independence of © implies global linear independence. For re¯nable functions (r = 1) with dilation parameter 2 local and global linear independence are equivalent. However, for r > 1 this is not longer true.
The description of local linear independence is rather complicated. However, in a recent paper, Goodman, Jia and Zhou found necessary and su±cient conditions for local linear independence of function vectors which only use the mask coe±cients of the re¯nable vector. In this approach, it is shown that it su±ces to show local linear independence on dyadic subintervals of [0; 1].
We want to derive some interesting properties of locally linearly independent function vectors. We also consider function vectors being locally linearly independent over special intervals and study connections with locally and globally linearly independent vectors. A couple of examples will illustrate the theory.
